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NEW QUESTION: 1
You are dynamically adding controls to an ASP.NET page in the
Page_Load event handler.
The page will have text boxes that correspond to the columns in
a database table.

Each text box will be preceded by a label that displays the
name of the corresponding column.
You need to create the form so that when the user clicks the
label, the corresponding text box is selected
for input.
What should you do?
A. For each column, output the following HTML, where COL is
replaced by the name of the column.
&lt;label AssociatedControlID="COL"&gt;COL&lt;/label&gt;
&lt;input name="COL" type="text" id="COL" /&gt;
B. For each column, output the following HTML, where COL is
replaced by the name of the column.
&lt;label&gt;COL&lt;/label&gt;
&lt;input name="COL" type="text" id="COL" /&gt;
C. For each column, create an asp:Label control and a
corresponding asp:TextBox that have the same ID.
D. For each column, create an asp:Label control and set the
AssociatedControlID to the ID of the corresponding asp:Textbox
control.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
Refer to the exhibit.
If this SIP call is initiated using delayed offer, which SIP
message will UA#2 use to communicate its media capability to
UA#1?
A. INVITE
B. 180 Ringing
C. RTP Media
D. 200 OK
E. ACK
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
200 OK Indicates the request was successful.

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which three options correctly define the need for Product
Classification Code to be assigned to an item in GTM? (Choose
three.)
A. to provide the information for customs filing or printing in
documents
B. to determine the value of the customs tariff for an item for
calculating the duty to be paid for an item
C. to store the dimensions of the item so that can be printed
in shipping documents
D. to use within a compliance rule to help determine if a

license is required for shipping a specific item to a given
country
E. to store the revision number of an item so that it can be
printed in commercial invoices for creating customs
Answer: A,B,D
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